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This CR was made:important based on management determining this issue
warranted apparent cause and CATPR.
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Problem Statement

Equipment problems have complicated plant transients and have contributed to plant events

Problem Analysis

Each individual event where equipment problems complicated plant Iransients/events had its own cause investigation and
corrective actions as parl of the CRIPCAOR process. In addition to the individual investigations. collective significance reviews
were also performed.

PCAQR 1998-1904 performed a collective significance review of the 1998 events. event initiators. and malenal condition issues.
In the area of equipment performance. the need to identify important equipment issues in the backlog and to align organizational
priorities was Identified. Remedial actions taken included; 1) reviewing the maintenance backlog work to ensure impact on
equipment reliability was appropriately considered. (DSO-98-20055) 2) an assessment of equipment health to identity equipment
concerns that were prudent to be performed during the remainder of Cycle 12 and during the mid-cycle outage. (NPE-99-00093)
3) a mid-cycle outage lo address corrective work to improve plant reliability. 4) strengthening the boric acid control program.

Condition Report 1999-0646 superceded PCAOR 1998-1904. The equipment performance problems were reviewed for causal
factors. Of the identified causes: 65% were equipment failureldegradation. 21 % of the equipment performance problems were
due to design configuration/analysis, and 14% of the problems were caused/contributed to by Maintenance/Testing. Further
breakdown showed 28% of the failures were age related component failures. 14% of the failures were related to Preventive
Maintenance Program weaknesses, and 25% of the equipment failures Were due to human performance Issues. The overall
conclusion of CR 1999-0646 was that important equipment issues need to be identified and the organizational priorities aligned to
address them. The HPES Causal Factor review Identified the need to review equipment condition. age. preventive maintenance.
and field work practices.

A broader look at the significant equipment problems was performed under Self-Assessmenl 1999-0076. The self-assessment
included a review of all functional failures and Equipment Performance Information Exchange (EPIX) reportable events since
January 1 st. 1997. The population included 98 EPIX reports Involving over 300 key components. sub-components and piece
parts. This revlew was conducted using mulliple sices looking for commonarity. Data was collected from the INPO Web page on
failures and event: reported by other sites as wenl as the industry events data found in Significant Operating Events Reports and
other sources to determine any application to failures experienced at Davis-Besse. Additionally data was collected on failures
from sources such as the Department of Defense reliability database NPRD95.
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the reIe defer-ined that all of 11 common causes of the equipment problems hnd been properly eddetssed in the corrective
Edcton program No new common criuses were Idenhned

Thts s4f-.ssesrsmen Identified weaknesses in the current plant preventve maintenance program Aging failure merharnsms were
idetiried thalb.he plant does not curtently have any eletilve preventive or predictive activltles to address Condition Report 1999-
1403 documented that the elastomors in diaphragm valves located In high radIation fields may fail earlier than normally expected
Condition Report 1999-1512 docurrntnted that additional moniloring capability is required lo prevent the failure of large AC motors
pnor lothe end of plant life Projectl 1999-1016 was submitted to obtain budgetary funding to begin addressing equipment aging
issues.

During the course of the aging review. investigators Identified thaI we appear to have a knowledge deficiency with respect to
component and material aging. An example to illustrate tho lack of knowledge is the electrolytic capacitor aging problem. When the
problem of electrolytic capacitors was first identified, an effort was made to Identify all potential effected equipment. Personnel
conducting the review of mechanical equipment often did not have sufficient technical knowledge to identify the potential problem
and as a result. the electrical power and related control circuits associated with the mechanical equipment such as power supp:lies
for components in mechanical systems were often overlooked. Additionally. some end of rife failure mechanisms appear to have
never been considered.

Typical Life spans of selected equipment were researched. It was identified that there isfrequently a large variance in mean time
between failures for most components. Review of Nonelectronic Parts Reliability Data .1995 (NPRD95) which Is an U.S. Military
database supports this conclusion as well is failure information from the petro chemical Industry. A significant factor contributing to
the difficulty In predicting the meantrme between falluresof components is the relatively small number of similar components b6th
on site and within the nuclear power Industry. Where a typical refinery might have 3000 stmiar pumps, we may have onlj four
similar pumps on site, and within the Industry only a few other sites use the same pump. Small numbers such as these make It
diflicuh to obtain statistically significant results. When using data from Other industries. caulion musltbe exercised because many
factors are involved In the rate of equipment agirg. A number of these aging factors are operating environmenl;tradiation
exposure. energized state.-run hours. numbeorof demands. and the design and quality of Initial construction. as Well as quarrty of
preventive maintenance. However, several valid observation: on the equipmernt aging fssue were made and are given below:

1) Mechanical components do not frequently fail catastrophicafly but rather exhibit some degradationrbefore failure. The
expected life of most mechanical equipment Is relatively long. Most important'pieces of mechanical e4uipment ihat have a rife Spanin
less than 40 years have predictive activities that monitor the performance of the equipnient; Few big surprises. are expected for
mechanical components. Examplet of thisIndude the turbines, large pumps. safety grade pumps, and a large &umber otfmotor
operated or air operated valves.

2) Packing has en identified rife of less than forty years arid there were no Identified activities to replace packing. As a result
of this assessment. a pian has been developed to periodically repack valves In certain applications such as high-energy primary *
and secondary valves in containmerit. vhich can Impact unidentified RCS leakage and or containment sump leakage. Reviews are
sti in progress lo ideuitifyvalves in steam and feedwater systems In containment that should be periodically repacked

3) r Many components have elastomers as sub components. The EQ program has Identified many safety-related components
with elastomer sub-components and PMs are in place to replace these before their identfed end of ife. It was recently identiried
that HP Feedwater Heater 1-4 and2-4 Normal Drain Valve Positioners contain elastomiers that are not intended to be used at the
actual operating temperatures. Corndition Report 1999-1731 was generated to track the resolution of this problem. Additionally it
was Identified that the elastomer ln!diaphragm valves located in high radiation fields may fail earlier than normally.expected.
Condition Report 1999-1463 was gbnerated to ensure these diaphragm valves are evaluated and preventive maintenance
activities are-generated to resolve tils potential problem.
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4) E5ctc ad #4dechxonic corpores ollen ls1 with lIttle to no warning Most 5 the oomnponenls have life spens of .ess than
" ynm. It w. ahso BIenved thaj many Instrumentation vendors a~sumi e lthou tquln5 likZrne is in the 15 Irt 20 yedr range.

Ibhy Oalsy-Beste e4ectron:c syslerh, have no progforrnaetic refurbishment or replacement program such as the one instituted for
te Intsgrated Control System (ICS)i Resolttion otthis Issue will be pursued under prfecI 1999-°1018.

5) Motors have on expected life which can vary fronm months to forty years. and as such it is unreasonable to expecl all Ihe
important motors to last the life of thb plant. A review or failure data from other plants via the Equipment Performance Informalion
Exchange (EPiX) has 27 motor failures at various plants due to winding age problems in the last two years. Davis-Basse's recent
winding failures have not been due p equlpment age, but due to over-grestIng or power cable problems The Reador Coolant
Pump motors. Circ Water Pumip Mlotors, and the Main Generator, as well as the EDGs had some activities to evaluate and lor
refurbish these large electrical machlines. A failure of one of these machines will have a significant negative economic
consequence. A number of other m4tors on site which are important to plant reliability are not included in a refurbishment or
predictive maintenance program. Examples of these motors include Condensate Pump motors, Turbine Plant Cooling Waler Pump
motors. Stator Cooling Water Pump motors. Component Cooling Water Pump molors. Makeup Pump motors. etc. Again a loss oft
one of these 4180 VAC motors could result in a significant economic loss. Resolution of this issue will be pursued under project
1s9g-1016 and Modification 99-61.

* s §

6) There are common misconceptions on site related lo the plants 40 year design life. During plant design relatively few
components were formally evaluated to determine their expected life. Only Class I systems received a fatigue analysis to verify the
adequacy of components to operate for a forty year plant fife. Some components such as the turbines. received some limited
analysis. but this was only to identify the maximum time between inspections and was not Intended to assess equipment lifetimes.
Certain design specifications did specify a design life of 40 years In addition to typically referenced codes and standards. Some
Specifications also Identified some specific environmental conditions (ambient temperature and pressure and even cumulative
radiation dose to the component over 40 years)..Recause the specifications do not normally Identify all the conditions that could be
correlated to service life. there was no mechanism to evaluate or certify this condition (other than the OEM's judgment).
Additionally, vendors assume certain maintenanc* activities will be performed on the component during its life that-we might take
exception to such as repacking greased bearings every quarter.

Of the 98 EPIX reports and functional failures 18% of the time the-root cause .or the action to prevent reociurrence was a
preventive maintenance ictivity.'The 4160 VAC breakers and the Auuiliary Boiler are t pi al examples of the preventive
malntenance root dause or action to prevent reoccurrence. The inadeqilatepreveitive. rhaintenance Indudei the lack of a PM, PM
Instructions not detailed en6ugh. or;PM frequerncy Is not high enough. These specific' causes were evenly distributed and a trend
does not appear. It should be noted that there were two cases In which a plant power reduction was the'result of Inadequate
preventive maintenance. In one case the cause was lack of details In the PM Which resultedrn Improper reassembly. The second
case was'an oversight on the need for a prbventive maintenance activity to cdean control system fluid filters. Additionally there was:
one plant trip (Manual trip during SFRCS testng due to SP7B solenbid in October 199w) where a preventive maintenance activity
to periodically replace the solenoids may have prevented the plant trip.Theselfailures were addressed as common cause
mechanisms and the corrective action Is complete. It Is impossible for any PM program to prevent all failures: Based upion a review
of Industry data submitted to EPIX. Davis-Besse percentage of failures due to inadequate pieventive maintenance is within
Industry norms.

The self-assessment Investigated the use of the INPO databases for assistance in failure Investigation. This area of the
assessment was investigated by thy use of a quesionnalre for the plant engineers. The vprious Industry data bases were
searched 68 times.by those who re onded.-Revlews identified that some engineers 6onduct query the data bases more
frequently than others with a range rom 13 per year to astlittle as once per year. Additionally It was Identified that the INPO EPIX
failure database was queried only few times. The survey also identified that the data base reviews have not identified any
meaningful information. Meaningful data has been obtained In the past by others and the fact that no meaningful information was
obtained by personnel performing the reviews Is an Indicator that reviews are not extracting InformiaUon that Is available.
Improving the knowledge and capabilities of plant engineers to search the INPO EPIX failure database Is being tracked as a follow.
up item under SA1 999-0076.
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INPO AP.913. Equlpmnnt Rella iHity Process Decriplion. desalbes an Inlegraed sel of procSes for mfnlainng equipment
rellebibty. The documen, ran ct the integration of experlence gained from equlpment performance assist visis to operating plarts
and benchmark trips to Europ4s eend domesti utilities. The equipment rellsblty pr6cess was designed wihthe direct
partIcipation of several utilities a8rvely invohred In Improvement and reangineering of their own processes.

In an effort to uncover the fundalnental causes of our equipment reliability problems. the INPO equipment reliability process was
compared to our existing procesh. Following are the signlficant differences, (Numbering reflects the RIPO AP-913 step
numbering.)

1.1 Establish Performance Criteria & Monitoring Parameters
Monitored parameters'and acceptable levels of performance should be related to measurable indications of component

degradation.
Component performance criteria include specific threshold values-for conditionnioriiloring data.

1.3 Monitor/Trend Component Performance -Perforn cross-syslem component failure and problem trending using
maintenance history, condition report data. and Industry operating experience such as EPIX.

Establish component engineering experliselo resolve emergent equlprnientihnd nmaintenance problems. This allows system
engineers to perform longer term equipment reliability acvites. ,

Suggested component englneering expertse: motors, p rnps..valvestnmanul acheck relief. etc.). MDV. AOV. i-. breakers.
power supplies, recorders;contiblirs. transmfrers. heat exchingers, with a focus beyond regliatory cormpisanrce for both short
termi and long termn health. . . .

; Expand equipment failure tronding for components used acrois several systems.
.Trending of ai-found equiprment condition codes may provide early indication of poential falUfres orneed (oadjust PM tisk or .

frequency.
Consult non-nudear sources of component failure Information and trenidingparametersIsrategies .

2.1 Perform Corrective Macntenance-Perform corrective maintenance n accordance with the station work management
. process. Ensure the ss-found condition is documented forcompopent type fatluretrending.

2.4 . Key equipment Problems prioritization by Managemenlt- Establish i site vde prioritizaion of equlpment problems based
on plant saFey.oqperational Impd rand station availability. This is'a cro-ssdiscipflne activity that should be porforined by the key*:
station leadership team. Eulphent reliabIlity Improvement is tho result oFoa c rnrnon stafon foctusocomplelely resolve key
equipment problems. .

Demonstrble 'a l6w loerancet equipment problems.
Focus on the long term equiptnent rerability solitjonsnol Just erriergnt faiures..

, Intepgrte this jkcess wi shit work mani emeuin and corrTective actibn processes.

Provide management suppodt for the eqW process with resources and budget.

', . .
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4A. Devtlop SystemnComponet ont Range Maintenance Sualegy - Estabilsh the opflmal maintenance methods for oech
pltenbal failure and d-efine the bong-ter n frequency for condltion-based malnlenance. planned refurbishrment. and replacement.
LOND Iem strategy for component typ such as MOVs and breakers should be included In each applicable system strategy for
c4nistewcy.

Summarry of weaknesses based on lnd).try comparison

.1 ack of componenl engineer and arsociated component programs.

,Lacs of a method to record and trend as-found equipmenl condition.

Lack of an effective prioritizalion system.

Lack, of dedicaled equipment reliability resources.

Lack of PM templates.

Lack of system/component long-range rrnaintenance stralegies.

Lack of PM program focus.

Remedial Actions ' : ' ' :

Romedliaactions for the specific events were covered under the'Indiidual PCAORsVCRs-

7 4 A.

1: :Peforri.syseem healtira~iew to d entify equipment problems and tuolutions ischedule- shelman ' -Complete -.
g lp . ~-

2, Review.repdnorlttze andiesciue r m aintenance ati<vltes Eeheln Cmplete-

'3 Revieh OEs. lndustrV-experienoe dfprcomponents ito denti vulnerabilites' and submlt Wor' Items to' if-ecudq'obierns:
Esh'etlmanr .- omplete 7 - -

4 Revise'Bofc Acid Corrosion Control progran based on benchrnarking to sGieve lndustry best pratice: Etheirnan Complete

5. Identicurrentequiprrmentproblersor conwfens, Eshelman Completle

6. Compare 1998 problems'and nitiaW estodurrentproblems and Initativesto identify ar snotoverrd: Eshelrian' - 1127/00*

7,: Address I prioritize heeequipment Iareas hot covered. Eshielman ''2110/00 '

B, Identfy -any programmatid andlor"ijaniza!atil changes required tome aggressivelydealwith equlprent Issues.
Eshelman iRogerrl CAkle* : 3MID O ' ' , ' '

9. Devetdp.and obtaln agreement tro site rregemenl on the goalbf the -PM pogram:(Le. prevenl all equipment failures; or.
pievente quipment filures ~hiich res in plant shutdowns,iorced outges. etc.) : ' :

'Eshelman,,-, 31 ,
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Lack of rrrpoo *ngln 4 aend associuld componenl prdams which effecively ppy snduatry oepience Mluch of
I n t tspeMtl. thsi exst1 on n115 10 year ego wa down sied and hs nol been repl6ced.

2. Lack of a method lo recordj. retrieve and trend as-tound equipment condition.

19 Lack of an effecUve site pr1~rttlaflon system

-4. Lack of dedicatbd equipnwht reliability retources.

!5 Lack of standard PM templltes to identity typical acthdtiet and frequencies lor different groupings of equipment.

6 Lack of cdear PM progrem isbts.

6. Lack of systern/componentlong-range maInlenance strategies.

Corrective Action to Prevent Recurrence

1. Assignment and development of component engineers and the ability to trend components across system boundaries is being
tracked under CR 1999-1948.

2. Work whh PETP lo update ED6665C. Personnel/Equipment History sheet to record as found condition. Shreiner
DueDate 1131100

.3. Creason of a site-wide priorilization system Is being tracked under CR 1999-0648.

4. Provide at least one additional bl5et for equipment reliability.- S.-Moftit Due Date 12Z5199

i5. Creaion of component PM temprates is being tIracked under.CR1999-1948.

6. Develop long range maintenance strategles and goals.- D. Eshelman . Due Date 1011/00

7. Implemnent any needed re-organizational dvanges tomllowilr ftei'e Use of resources on ong-tern eouipment issuesand rife-
cyck enjineering. D. Esheliran- bueDate 7/301)O
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